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ABSTRACT

Assemblies are combinations of single parts with relations between them, and therefore assembly modelling and single part modelling are highly related to each other. This paper describes an object-oriented product structure that can be used in single part modelling as well as in assembly modelling.

In single part modelling, the concept of feature-based modelling is now widely accepted, whereas in assembly modelling, the concept is only in its infancy. An object-oriented modelling concept can make use of the similarities between both feature modelling concepts, but can also handle the differences. This results in a unified way to model both single parts and assemblies.

The concept of object-oriented modelling is briefly discussed, and the data structures for single parts and assemblies are described.

1 Introduction

One of the disadvantages of geometric modelling is that only geometric information can be stored by the designer, and most of the other product information known by the designer cannot be stored in the model. Both the geometric information and the other information are very important during process planning. In case of geometric modelling, the other information must be retrieved, using difficult procedures, from the stored geometric information only. For example, in milling, where different shapes are milled with specific milling operations, it is hard to automatically retrieve these shapes from the geometry only.

These problems can be solved by not using only geometric models, but by using feature models instead. Features represent both geometry and functional information for a specific application. All relevant information can be stored within a feature model, and can be used by several analysis and planning tools. An additional benefit of using feature models, instead of geometric models, is that features are on a higher abstraction level than geometric entities, and this level is closer to the way of thinking of designers and engineers (Bronsvooort and Jansen 1993).

Every discipline can make use of an own set of features to represent the product model, e.g. the designer uses design features and someone from manufacturing uses manufacturing features. They all have their own specific view on the product model. How these different views on one product model can be implemented is described by (Bronsvooort et al. 1996, de Kraker et al. 1996).

Another discipline is assembly, where single parts are combined into products. Also in this discipline the concept of features can profitably be used (van Holland and Bronsvooort 1995a, van Holland and Bronsvooort 1995b, van Holland and Bronsvooort 1996). Although design and manufacturing features can be used to retrieve some information needed in assembly planning, these features only give information on single parts. We, therefore, extend the feature concept, and store...
assembly-specific information in so-called assembly features. We distinguish two types: handling and connection features, storing information specific for handling a component, respectively on connections between components.

A way to model features in a computerised environment, is to make use of object-oriented modelling. In object orientation, both data and operations on these data can be represented by so-called classes, and instances of these classes, the objects. The feature types can be represented with classes, and the feature instances can be represented with objects of these classes. In this way, the object-oriented concept can very effectively be used in feature modelling.

Section 2 will first briefly describe the concepts of object-oriented modelling. Section 3 shows how these concepts can be used in feature modelling for single parts. Section 4 discusses the object-oriented data structures used in assembly modelling. Combinations of the data structures for modelling single parts and modelling assemblies are presented in section 5. The paper will end with section 6 giving some conclusions.

2 Object-oriented modelling

This section will give a brief description on some issues in object-oriented modelling. For a detailed description on object-orientation see (Stroustrup 1993) and (Gorlen et al. 1991).

In object-oriented modelling, abstract data types are used. An abstract data type is a user-defined data type that encompasses data elements along with the operations that can be performed on them. Most programming environments do not support these abstract data types, but separate the data elements and the operations that can be performed on them. An advantage of combining data elements and operations is that it is easier to change available data structures and to add to new structures. An additional benefit is that object-oriented models are closer to the way of thinking of a programmer.

Much of the value of object-oriented modelling results from inheritance. Start with an already developed set of object types, or classes, and extend them for new applications by adding data elements and operations to form new classes. Do not write new classes from scratch, but inherit data and operations from useful base classes. Add new functionality by describing how the new or derived class differs from the base classes. Figure 1 shows such a class hierarchy for 2D objects in a 2D drawing environment. The base class, the 2D shape class, contains, for example, functions to draw or move a 2D shape on a screen. The derived classes inherit these functions, so they can also be drawn or moved on a screen, and they add some other specific operations or data types. For example, the difference between the rectangle class and the derived square class is the modification operation, where the latter class restricts the modification by defining that width and height must always remain the same.

![Figure 1: Class hierarchy for 2D objects](image)

It is allowed for a class to derive data elements and operations from more than one base class; this mechanism is called multiple inheritance. Figure 2 shows an example of multiple inheritance. When a combined data structure for a string and a rectangle around it is needed, and data structures for a string and a rectangle have been defined, then the new class, the bordered string class, can be created by inheriting the data elements and operations from both rectangle class and string class.

![Figure 2: Multiple inheritance](image)

How object-oriented models can be used in
developing data structures used in feature modelling, is shown in the following sections.

3 Feature modelling for single parts

Feature modelling is now commonly used in modelling single parts. A feature is defined here as physical part of an object mappable to a generic shape and having functional significance. Features with significance for the designer are called design features or form features. Strictly speaking, there is a difference between form features and design features; a form feature contains only additional information on the shape of the feature, whereas a design feature can also contain design specific information.

A single part is represented by several instances of form features. Each type of feature instance is represented by a generic feature class. So, if a single part has multiple holes in it, then each hole is represented by an instance of the feature hole class. Every feature inherits from the base feature class. This class contains a data structure in which the geometry and topology of the feature and methods on these data structures can be described. Each derived feature class, e.g. the through hole feature class, describes the shape type of the feature, its geometry and topology. Each instance of these classes, describes the exact shape, with specified attributes. Detailed descriptions of form feature classes can be found in (Ovtcharova et al. 1992), and an example is given in figure 3.

![Figure 3: Class hierarchy for form features](image)

To define a complete single part, both instances of features and instances of constraints must be specified. A constraint solver is used to satisfy these constraints, and to calculate the resulting position and orientation of the feature instances. To combine features and constraints, a feature model class is defined. This class defines methods for adding instances of features and instances of constraints, and defines operations for calculating the actual geometry of the defined single part. In figure 5, a single part is shown with instances of features and instances of constraints.

4 Feature modelling for assembled products

An assembled product consists of combinations of, possibly similar, single parts. These parts are not always directly assembled into the complete product, but mostly, and for several different reasons, sub-assemblies are created as stable entities. These sub-assemblies can further be used to assemble other sub-assemblies or the complete product. Both a single part and a sub-assembly are stable entities (with respect to transport), and can therefore be assembled onto other entities; these stable entities are called components. The already assembled components are called a partial assembly. A partial assembly can thus be a single part (when assembly has just been started), an instable group of components (during assembly), a sub-assembly or the complete product.

Between components there exist all kinds of relations, representing a certain function between the
components, and prescribing the position and orientation between the components. Because these relations are highly dependent on the shapes of the involved components, they are called connection features. A connection feature is an example of an assembly feature. An assembly feature is defined as a feature with significance for assembly processes. A connection feature contains assembly-specific information on a connection between components. Another assembly feature is the handling feature, containing information on how to handle a component. See for details on assembly features (van Holland and Bronsvoort 1998b).

A class hierarchy for the assembly features is given in figure 6. In this class hierarchy, also a compound connection feature class is defined, to create new connection features by combining other connection features.

In a partial assembly, the same type of component can be available on several places in the partial assembly, e.g. several bolts to fasten a plate. For each different type of component, we introduce a generic component, describing the geometry and topology by its design features. The generic component does not describe a position and orientation in the product; these are described by an instance of a generic component. In this way a product can have several instances of a generic component, but for every type of component it will have only one generic description. Each instance can have different connections in the product, represented with connection features. An object of an instance component has an attribute element in its data structure pointing to the represented generic component. Figure 7 shows the class hierarchy used to describe the different components.

There are two derived classes from the generic component class: the single part class and the generic combined class. The difference is that the single part class is also derived from the feature model class (the dashed line in figure 7), i.e. it represents the feature model of a single part; these components cannot be subdivided into smaller components. The generic combined class represents the components that consists of combinations of instances of components and connection features between them. Both product and sub-assembly are components that can be subdivided. It is hard to give a difference between these types. A product described by one person, e.g. a complete engine,
can be seen as a sub-assembly by another, e.g. the engine for a complete car. That is the reason why no different classes are introduced for product and sub-assembly (the dotted lines in figure 7); both are represented by the generic combined class.

During modelling of a product or sub-assembly, components are assembled onto a partial assembly. This partial assembly is also a combination of instances of components and connection features. A partial assembly differs from a product or sub-assembly, in the sense that it is not known whether the combination of components is a stable entity. We did not introduce a new partial assembly class, because the partial assembly can also be represented by the generic combined class. An attribute in the data structure of the generic combined class contains whether it represents a stable entity, i.e. sub-assembly or product, or it is not known whether the entity is stable, i.e. a partial assembly.

In figure 8 an example is given of a generic combined component, consisting of three instances of two different generic components, and two connection features.

![Assembly model of a sub-assembly](image)

Figure 8: Assembly model of a sub-assembly

5 Combining single part modelling and assembly modelling data structures

Both in single part modelling and in assembly modelling, data structures are used to represent shapes, relations between the shapes, and structures for combining these shapes and relations. In single part modelling, these are represented by, respectively, form features, constraints and the feature model. In assembly modelling, these are represented by, respectively, instances of components, connection features and generic combined components. Because of the similarities, new classes are defined to create a uniform environment for modelling single parts and assemblies. The new classes are: combined class, related class and the relation class; they are shown in figure 9.

The relation class is introduced as a base class for all objects that represent a relation between entities, i.e. the constraints and connection features. The related class is introduced as a base class for all objects involved in relations, i.e. the form features and the instances of components. The combined class is introduced as a base class for classes in which sets of related objects and relations between them are specified, i.e. feature models and generic combined components. Using these three base classes, a uniform way in modelling single parts and assemblies is created. This uniform modelling concept can be used to combine both modelling environments into one environment, where both single parts and assemblies can be modelled.

6 Conclusions

In this paper a uniform object-oriented data structure is presented for modelling single parts and assemblies.

The object-oriented models are easier to extend by using the inheritance mechanism. New classes derive already made data elements and operations on these elements from available base classes. Only the differences between base class and derived class must be specified.

The form feature class hierarchy and constraints class hierarchy are presented to be used in generating feature models representing single parts. Both the feature classes and constraint classes can be extended by using the compound class definitions.

The component class hierarchy and assembly feature class hierarchy are presented to be used in generating assembly models representing products or sub-assemblies. Assembly features are divided into handling and connection features, for representing information on handling a component respectively about connections between components. Here a compound connection feature is defined for extending the connection feature classes.

The combined, related and relation classes combine the similarities between the modelling environments for single parts and assemblies, to create one modelling environment for both single parts and assemblies.
The presented object-oriented models have been implemented, and are already used in several assembly process planning modules. These modules have shown the profitability of using the feature concept in assembly.
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